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Abstract: A molecular dynamics simulation study of four lipid bilayers with inserted trans-membrane helical fragment of
epithelial growth factor (EGF) receptor (EGF peptide) was performed. The lipid bilayers differ in their lipid composition and consist
of (i) unsaturated phosphatidylcholine (palmitoyloleoylphosphatidylcholine, POPC), (ii) POPC and 20 mol% of cholesterol (Chol),
(iii) sphingomyelin (SM) and 20 mol% of Chol, and (iv) SM and 50 mol% of Chol. Only 1 out of 26 residues in the EGF-peptide
sequence is polar (Thr). The hydrophobic thickness of each bilayer is different but shorter than the length of the peptide and
so, due to hydrophobic mismatch, the inserted peptide is tilted in each bilayer. Additionally, in the POPC bilayer, which is the
thinnest, the peptide loses its helical structure in a short three-amino acid fragment. This facilitates bending of the peptide
and burying all hydrophobic amino acids inside the membrane core (Figure 1(b)). Bilayer lipid composition affects interactions
between the peptide and lipids in the membrane core. Chol increases packing of atoms relative to the peptide side chains, and
thus increases van der Waals interactions. On average, the packing around the peptide is higher in SM-based bilayers than
POPC-based bilayers but for certain amino acids, packing depends on their position relative to the bilayer center. In the bilayer
center, packing is higher in POPC-based bilayers, while in regions closer to the interface packing is higher in SM-based bilayers.
In general, amino acids with larger side chains interact strongly with lipids, and thus the peptide sequence is important for
the pattern of interactions at different membrane depths. This pattern closely resembles the shape of recently published lateral
pressure profiles [Ollila et al J. Struct. Biol. DOI:10.1016/j.jsb.2007.01.012]. Copyright  2007 European Peptide Society and
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Supplementary electronic material for this paper is available in Wiley InterScience at http://www.interscience.wiley.com/jpages/
1075-2617/suppmat/
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INTRODUCTION

Biological membranes are highly complex mixtures
of many lipid species. These lipids belong to three
major classes: glycerol-based lipids, sphingolipids, and
sterols. Glycerol-based lipids are phosphatidylcholines
(PC), phosphatidylethanolamines, phosphatidylserines,
phosphatidylglycerols, and phosphatidylinositols; sph-
ingolipids are most commonly sphingomyelins (SMs)
(with a phosphatidylcholine headgroup) and glycosph-
ingolipids (with a sugar headgroup). In the animal
kingdom, the most common sterol is cholesterol (Chol).
A typical biological membrane is composed of a hundred
or more lipid species; its composition is regulated by
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various cellular mechanisms to ensure a proper envi-
ronment for membrane proteins [1] and the fulfillment
of specific membrane functions.

One of the consequences of lipid heterogeneity is the
formation of lipid domains within the membrane. The
best known type of lipid domains are rafts, membrane
compartments rich in Chol and saturated phospho-
lipids and glycolipids [2]. In unstimulated resting cells
rafts are very small (so-called precursor rafts) but
they can enlarge and stabilize after stimulation, when
their constituents are cross-linked (large raft platforms)
[3]. In a common view, raft lipids form liquid-ordered
nano-size domains within the bulk liquid-disordered
environment composed of unsaturated PC molecules
and smaller amounts of Chol. Rafts are involved in
numerous cellular processes mainly by acting as plat-
forms for certain membrane proteins [4] and localized
signal transduction [5]. Formation of domains within
biomembranes, crucial for the membranes to carry out
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their biological functions, is controlled by the mem-
brane molecular composition. Studies of the correlation
between the membrane composition and the properties
of the membrane and its constituents will get us closer
to the understanding of basic regulatory and controlling
processes in the membrane, and are of high importance.

In this study, we applied the molecular dynamics
(MD) simulation method to examine how atomic-level
interactions and the 3D structure of a membrane pro-
tein depend on the lipid composition of the membrane.
We used a trans-membrane helical fragment of epithe-
lial growth factor (EGF) receptor, a raft-specific protein,
as the membrane protein [4,5]. This trans-membrane
peptide (EGF peptide) was inserted into four bilayers of
varying composition that modeled two membrane envi-
ronments: raft, composed of SM and Chol, and nonraft
composed of unsaturated PC or unsaturated PC and
Chol. Molecular modeling has not been commonly used
to study a single trans-membrane EGF peptide in a lipid
bilayer. To our knowledge, only a few modeling stud-
ies have been performed, focusing mostly on different
aspects such as dimerization, signaling, and systems
biology [6–8]. This study is, to our knowledge, the first
one to focus on EGF lipid–peptide interactions. Among
other trans-membrane peptides studied by MD simu-
lation are polyalanine [9], RAS peptide [10], K channel
helix [11], KALP peptide [12], and cell signaling pep-
tide [13]. The main concerns of these studies were the
peptide secondary structure, peptide tilt, ordering of
lipids surrounding the peptide, and peptide–lipid and
peptide–water hydrogen bonding.

In this study, we concentrate on the details of inter-
actions between the EGF-peptide and lipid molecules
in the core of bilayers of different lipid compositions by
analyzing the packing of atoms in the core.

METHODS

Four model bilayers with a trans-membrane peptide were
constructed. The bilayers consisted of (i) 68 palmitoy-
loleoylphosphatidylcholine (POPC); (ii) 50 POPC and 16
Chol molecules (POPC-Chol); (iii) 68 N-stearoyl-D-erythro-
sphingosylphosphorylcholine (SSM) and 18 Chol molecules
(SM-Chol20); and (iv) 68 SSM and 68 Chol molecules (SM-
Chol50) and the trans-membrane peptide. The amino acid
sequence of the peptide (Ile-Met-Ile-Ala-Thr-Gly-Met-Val-Gly-
Ala-Leu-Leu-Leu-Leu-Leu-Val-Val-Ala-Leu-Gly-Ile-Gly-Leu-
Phe-Met-Arg) was the same as the trans-membrane fragment
of the EGF receptor [14]. Ace (acetamide) and Nme (N-methyl)
groups were added at the C and N termini of the peptide,
respectively. All models were constructed by replacing four
lipid molecules in previously well-equilibrated bilayers by the
peptide molecule. Details concerning the construction, equi-
libration, and parameterization of the bilayers can be found
in our previous papers, i.e., POPC [15], POPC-Chol [16], SM-
Chol20, and SM-Chol50 [17] (the number associated with
‘Chol’ indicates the Chol concentration). The final configura-
tions of those simulations were used as the initial membrane
structures for the current study.

For the lipids and peptide, the OPLS (optimized parameters
for liquid simulations) parameters [18] and for water, TIP3P
parameters [19] were used. The united-atom approximation
was applied to the CH, CH2, and CH3 groups of POPC, SSM,
Chol, and peptide molecules.

Three-dimensional periodic boundary conditions with the
usual minimum image convention were used. The SHAKE
algorithm [20] was used to preserve the bond lengths of the
OH and NH groups of water, Chol, SSM, and peptide molecules.
The time step was set to 2 fs. The bilayers were simulated for
20 ns, and the particle-mesh Ewald (PME) summation method
[21] with a real cut-off of 12 Å, β-spline interpolation order of
5, and direct sum tolerance of 10−6 was used for electrostatics.
It has been shown that proper treatment of electrostatics is
crucial in membrane systems [22,23], as well as in those
containing peptides [24] and small molecules [25].

The simulations were performed with AMBER 5.0 [26]
simulation suite. The first 5 ns were considered as the
equilibration period [17], and the next 15 ns were used for
analysis. Data were stored every 1 ps, and thus a total of
15 000 frames were analyzed. The list of nonbonded pairs was
updated every 25 steps. Restraints of a flat-bottom harmonic
potential as defined and implemented in the AMBER package
[26] were imposed on the double bonds to prevent cis–trans
isomerization. During the first nanosecond of each simulation,
restrains were also imposed on the peptide π and χ angles to
preserve the helical structure.

The simulations were carried out at a constant temperature
of 310 K (37 °C), and constant pressure (1 atm). The
temperatures of the solute and solvent were controlled
independently. Both the temperatures and pressure of the
systems were controlled by the weak coupling method [27]. The
relaxation times for temperatures and pressure were set at 0.4
and 0.6 ps, respectively. The applied pressure was controlled
anisotropically, each direction being treated independently
with the trace of the pressure tensor kept constant at 1 atm. In
the conditions used in these studies, phase separation should
occur in both the POPC-Chol and the SM-Chol20 bilayers [28].
The short timescales (in terms of experimental systems) and
the small sizes of the bilayers do not allow us to observe phase
separation, but on the basis of previously published analysis
of these bilayers [15–17] we can conclude that in both cases
the bilayers are in the Lo phase.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Hydrophobic Mismatch

In an energetically favorable state, the hydrophobic
thicknesses of the membrane and the membrane
protein, or peptide, match each other [29–32]. The
situation when they do not match is called hydrophobic
mismatch [29–32]. Hydrophobic mismatch can lead to
structural changes in the peptide and reorganization
of lipids in the bilayer. The bilayer thickness is
thus an important parameter characterizing bilayer
systems with trans-membrane proteins and peptides.
In practice, however, membrane thickness is not an
easily measurable or a well-defined parameter [33,34].
Here, we define the membrane thickness to be the
average P–P distance, i.e. the average distance between
positions of phosphorus atoms in the opposite leaflets.
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Owing to the different compositions, the bilayers
used in this study differ in their thicknesses. The
P–P distances in peptide-free bilayers are 35.5, 37.9,
46.7, and 46.5 Å in POPC, POPC-Chol, SM-Chol20,
and SM-Chol50 bilayers, respectively [15–17]. Because
of these rather large differences, the trans-membrane
EGF peptide inserted into the bilayers experiences
various hydrophobic matching conditions. To illustrate
the effect of the bilayer thickness on the peptide 3D
structure, snapshots of POPC and POPC-Chol bilayers
with the inserted peptide are shown in Figure 1.
One can easily see that in both bilayers the peptide
structure is essentially helical, but in the pure POPC
bilayer, which is thinner than the POPC-Chol bilayer,
a fragment of the helix at amino acids Leu19-Gly20-
Ile21 is disturbed. This local structural defect allows
the peptide to bend in such a way that its upper part,
instead of sticking into the interface, remains buried
inside the bilayer core. This bend of the helix appeared
already in the early stage of the simulation, after the
restrains on the π and χ angles were released, and
remained for the subsequent 19 ns of the simulation.
Such a bend was not observed in the case of the thicker
POPC-Chol bilayer.

Figure 2(a) shows a close-up of the peptide bend
region together with the nearest lipid molecules. As
can be seen, the amide group of Gly20 forms hydrogen
bonds with POPC carbonyl oxygen atoms and water.
These hydrogen bonds were observed during the whole
simulation and it is likely that they are responsible for
stabilizing the defect in the helical structure.

The other effect of the hydrophobic mismatch
observed in our study is the tilting of the peptide long
axes relative to the bilayer normal. This is demonstrated
in Figure 2(b), which shows the inclination of the
peptide relative to the bilayer normal in POPC-Chol,
SM-Chol20, and SM-Chol50 bilayers. The peptide tilt
angle is approximately 10°, and it is slightly larger
in the POPC-Chol than in the SM-Chol bilayer. The

data obtained in these simulations do not allow us to
give precise values of the peptide tilt angle. As was
shown by Sansom et al. [35] in their coarse-grained
simulations, the peptide tilt is a dynamic parameter
which oscillates in a broad range (±10°) with a period of
about 5–10 ns, which likely corresponds to membrane
thickness oscillations [36].

Changes in the peptide secondary structure in
response to hydrophobic mismatch have been dis-
cussed by Killian [29] in the light of transitions between
different helical conformations (α-helix, π-helix, and
3–10 helix). Such changes were observed in MD simu-
lation studies [37] but have not been confirmed, to our
knowledge, experimentally [38–40]. In this study, the
structural changes of the peptide are of different nature:
continuity in the helical structure of the EGF peptide
inserted into the POPC bilayer is partly lost as a bend in
the helix appears. To our knowledge, there is no other
study showing a similar change in the trans-membrane
peptide structure. Thus, our results suggest the pos-
sibility of a new structural response to hydrophobic
mismatch.

In the literature, two other responses to hydrophobic
mismatch have been described: change of the peptide
tilt and local changes of the membrane curvature
[29–32]. In the latter case, lipids neighboring a protein
can adopt a more disordered (ordered) conformation
which may locally decrease (increase) the membrane
thickness when the protein’s hydrophobic profile is
shorter (longer) than that of the membrane. In our
simulations, we observed mainly changes of the peptide
tilt; small changes of the curvature were observed only
in the initial part of simulation of the POPC bilayer.

Hydrophobic Interactions in the Membrane Core

In our previous studies on PC–sterol interactions
[41,42], we have demonstrated that the radial distri-
bution function (RDF) can be used to quantify how
different molecular groups and atoms order relative to

Figure 1 (a) Snapshots of the structure of POPC and (b) POPC-Chol bilayers at the end of simulation run. Color scheme:
carbon – green, oxygen – red, hydrogen – white, nitrogen – blue, phosphorus – purple. Chol molecules are shown in yellow.
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Figure 2 (a) Snapshot of peptide fragment which adopts
nonhelical structure in POPC bilayer with surrounding lipid
and water, hydrogen bonds are marked. (b) Snapshots of the
peptide structure at the end of simulation, green – POPC, yel-
low – POPC-Chol, red – SM-Chol20, blue – SM-Chol50 bilayer.

each other, and to provide essential information about
hydrophobic interactions in the membrane core. The
RDF describes the probability of finding a particle β at
a distance between r and r + dr away from a particle α

in a simulation box of volume V containing N particles:

RDF = V
N

〈
n(r)

4πr2dr

〉
,

where n(r) is the number of particles β in a spherical
ring of radius r and width dr around the particle α,
4πr2 dr is the ring volume, and 〈〉 denotes an ensemble
average. Pairs of atoms belonging to the same molecule
were omitted when calculating the RDF.

Figure 3 shows the RDFs of all lipid carbon atoms,
only POPC carbon atoms, and only Chol carbon atoms
relative to the EGF-peptide atoms in the membrane core
of the POPC-Chol bilayer. The POPC–peptide RDF have
a well-resolved maximum at 5 Å and a minimum at 7 Å.
The maximum and minimum of the Chol–peptide RDF
are barely resolved indicating weak sterol–peptide van
der Waals interactions in the membrane core region

Figure 3 Radial distribution functions (RDF) of the acyl tail
carbon atoms (green line), Chol carbon atoms (yellow line), and
sum of both (black line) in the POPC-Chol bilayer core relative
to peptide atoms.

[42]. Similar shapes of RDFs were obtained for the
remaining three bilayers (data not shown).

The RDFs in Figure 3 are averages over all peptide
atoms. To have a deeper insight into the hydrophobic
interactions, we calculated RDFs of lipid carbon atoms
relative to the atoms of four selected amino acids in
the POPC-Chol bilayer (Figure 4). As can be seen from
Figure 4, the main contribution to the maxima in the
RDFs in Figure 3 comes from the side-chain atoms. The
peptide main chain is shielded by the side chains, and
thus its interactions with lipid atoms are weak. Also the
main chain of glycine, the amino acid with practically
no side chain, is weakly interacting with lipids due to
the side chains of neighboring residues. Unfortunately,
the data obtained in these simulations are not of
sufficient quality to provide a detailed quantification
of how the side-chain structure (e.g. leucine and
isolecine) influences the interactions with lipids. In our
previous studies of bilayers without the peptide [41],
we were able to explain the shapes of PC-Chol RDFs. In
those studies, however, the number of Chol molecules
was 16, while here we have just 1 peptide molecule.
To address the above questions, longer simulations
starting from various initial structures are needed.
Work is in progress.

Packing of Atoms in the Membrane Core

The packing of atoms in the bilayer core can be
estimated by calculating the number of neighbors
according to the method described in References 41
and 42. A neighbor is defined as an atom belonging to a
different molecule and located not further than 7 Å (the
position of the first minimum in the corresponding RDF)
from an arbitrary chosen atom in the hydrophobic core
of the bilayer. The average numbers of neighbors of the
peptide atoms are 16.8 ± 0.1, 17.2 ± 0.1, 18.7 ± 0.1, and
20.8 ± 0.1 in POPC, POPC-Chol, SM-Chol20, and SM-
Chol50 bilayers, respectively. To visualize the peptide
neighborhood, Figure 5 shows a snapshot of the peptide
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with neighboring POPC and Chol molecules. Profiles

of the number of neighbors of the peptide atoms in

all four bilayers are shown in Figure 6. The atom

index refers to the position of a given peptide atom

in the corresponding PDB (Protein Data Bank) file (see

supplementary materials). For clarity, only a part of the

profile for the amino acids located in the bilayer center

is shown. The shape of the profile reflects the peptide

atoms’ accessibility to lipids. The number of neighbors

of the peptide main chain atoms is around 10, which is

much smaller than that of the side chain’s atoms (up to

40). This quantifies the fact that in a helical structure

the main chain is buried among the side chains and is

shielded from the lipids (Figure 4).

Figure 4 Radial distribution functions (RDFs) of lipid carbon atoms in the POPC-Chol bilayer core relative to (a) Val 8, (b) Gly
9, (c) Ala 10, and (d) Leu 11 atoms. RDF for each atom is shown separately.

Figure 5 Snapshots of the peptide and neighboring lipids at the distance 0.7 nm – lipids are represented by van der Waals
spheres: (a) POPC – green, Chol – yellow, (b) snapshot of the peptide and one of neighboring Chol molecule.
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Figure 6 Profile of the number of neighbors of peptide atoms.
Atom index refers to the atom position in PDB file (see suppl.
material). Maxima corresponding to a given amino acid side
chain are marked.

Since the side chains are the most important in
determining the nature of lipid–peptide interactions,
in the following analysis we concentrate on the side-
chain–lipid interactions. Figure 7 shows the average
number of neighbors per side-chain atom in all
four bilayers. Data presented in Figure 7 show two
trends: (i) Chol promotes tighter packing around the
peptide – the number of peptide side-chain neighbors
is higher in the POPC-Chol than in the POPC bilayer,
and higher in the SM-Chol50 than in the SM-Chol20
bilayer; (ii) packing relative to the peptide side-chains
in the center of POPC and POPC-Chol bilayers is
tighter than in SM-Chol20 and SM-Chol50 bilayers, but
close to the water–membrane interface the situation is
reversed. This unexpected observation is likely a result
from the presence of the cis unsaturated bond in the
POPC β-chain – the SM molecule has two saturated
tails (with the exception of a trans-double bond at
the beginning of the tail). A cis double bond affects
the shape of the density profile of the bilayer; the
minimum observed in the center of the bilayer is less
deep in cis unsaturated bilayers [43] and that is most
likely reflected in the trend described above. Owing to
the comparatively narrow minimum, the effect on the
packing observed in the center of the bilayer is very
sensitive to the exact location of the peptide along the
bilayer normal, and thus some amino acids do not
follow this trend perfectly. In addition, to explain the
above, we observed that the motional freedom of the
chains is larger in POPC-Chol bilayer center. To put
this in perspective, studies of the free volume properties
of PCs and SMs [43] strongly support this conclusion.
It has been established [43] that packing of SMs is
distinctly different, and much tighter, in comparison
to PCs. Although it is not possible to establish it
quantitatively, this may have important consequences
for signaling and packing of proteins and peptides in
rafts (SM is a well-known raft lipid).

Figure 7 Profile of the average number of neighbors of the
side chains.

Figure 8 shows the total number of side-chain
neighbors, the total number of side-chain neighbors
divided by the number of atoms in the side chain, and
the number of atoms per side chain in the POPC-Chol
bilayer. This analysis differs from the previous one: in
Figure 8, a lipid atom is counted as a neighbor of the
side chain only once, while in Figure 7 a lipid atom can
be a neighbor of more than one atom of the side chain.
The profiles in Figure 8 have certain specific features.
First, they are symmetric with the symmetry point at
the 14th amino acid. This reflects the symmetry of the
two membrane leaflets. The central part of the profile
(amino acids 10–19), is characterized by comparatively
high number of neighbors, while the flanking regions
(amino acids 1–9 and 20–26) are characterized by large
oscillations in the number of neighbors. This is mainly
due to different sets of amino acids in these regions.
Amino acids in the central part are only leucines and
valines with alanines at the edges, while the flanking
regions contain variety of residues: small glycine and
alanine residues, larger aromatic phenylalanine, sulfur-
containing methionine, polar threonine, and others.
This difference between the central and flanking parts
of the peptide can be better understood in the context of
the recently published lateral pressure profile of a lipid
bilayer containing saturated and unsaturated PCs and
sterols [44] and mixture of POPC, SM, and Chol [45].
The shape of the lateral pressure profile depends on
the membrane composition but in all cases the central
region of the bilayer is characterized by a constant
value of pressure, while in the regions closer to the
interface pressure oscillates ( [44] Figures 3 and 4,
the hydrophobic part of the bilayer relevant to this
discussion is from −1.7 to 1.7 nm). The correlation
between the amino acid sequence and the shape of the
lateral profile pressure may result from evolution of
the system which has optimized the physicochemical
properties of both peptide and membrane to create the
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Figure 8 (a) Profile of the total number of neighbors of side
chain, (b) the same number divided by the number of atoms
in side chain, (c) number of atoms in side chain in POPC-Chol
bilayer.

most efficient molecular system, although we stress
that this suggestion is purely speculative.

CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we present the results of MD simulations
of four compositionally different lipid bilayers with the
trans-membrane helical fragment of EGF receptor. The
results of our study can be divided into two categories:
nonspecific effects of the hydrophobic mismatch and

specific effects of the membrane composition and the
peptide sequence.

The effect of matching of the peptide hydrophobic
length with membrane hydrophobic thickness is one
of the most discussed topics in the peptide-membrane
literature [29–32]. The bilayers used in this study differ
in thickness, and thus we can observe the effect of
thickness on the peptide properties and interactions.
First, we observed titling of the peptide relative to the
bilayer normal and local deformation of the peptide
helical structure. They enable the whole peptide to be
buried inside the membrane core. The first effect is
widely discussed in the literature [29–32], while the
second has not been postulated so far. Local changes
of the membrane curvature were observed only during
the initial stage of the simulations.

The bilayers used in this study differ not only in
the membrane thickness but also in the properties
of their cores. Among them are ordering of the
acyl tails, atom density profiles, and atom packing
[46]. These differences are further modulated by the
presence of Chol and unsaturation. An interesting
question arises – how do these differences influence
lipid–peptide interactions? As can be seen from
Figures 5 and 6, both factors influence the packing
of lipid atoms around the peptide side chains. Thus,
they modulate the van der Waals interactions between
the lipids and the peptide. The presence of Chol
increases the van der Waals interactions in both SM
and PC bilayers. Unsaturation has the opposite effect:
on average, in an unsaturated bilayer there are fewer
interactions between the lipids and the peptide than in a
saturated bilayer. However, the number of interactions
depends on the depth of an amino acid location – in
the center of the bilayer, the packing around the
peptide is denser in POPC-based bilayers, while in
the regions closer to the interface, the packing is
denser in SM-based bilayers. These differences can
be of biological importance as stronger and more
numerous interactions are likely to better stabilize
protein structures and reduce fluctuations which can
affect protein functions.

The second specific question is how a particular
amino acid sequence influences the interactions with
the lipids? First, amino acids with larger side chains
have stronger interactions with lipids. This is a non-
specific effect, independent of the side-chain structure.
Thus the peptide sequence generates a characteristic
pattern of interactions along the peptide chain with
stronger interactions in the central part of the pep-
tide and of oscillating strength in the regions closer
to the interface. This pattern resembles the shape of
the lateral pressure profile observed in MD simula-
tions [44,45]. The peptide used in this study is the
trans-membrane fragment of EGF receptor, and thus
its sequence is nonrandom and reflects protein evo-
lutionary adaptation to the membrane properties. We
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believe that this arrangement also increases protein
stability.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary electronic material for this paper is avail-

able in Wiley InterScience at: http://www.interscience.wiley.

com/jpages/1075-2617/suppmat/
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